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https://csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au/available-moocs
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https://csermooc.blog/


Overview

What is Artificial Intelligence?
● Defining AI

● Real world examples

● How does it work?

Classroom activities 
● Computer Vision

● Natural Language Processing



The creation of machines to mimic human 
capabilities, such as teaching a machine to see 

(recognise objects in an image) and listen 
(interpret and analyse sounds). 

What is Artificial Intelligence?





The process of achieving 
Artificial Intelligence. In Machine 

Learning, we teach the machine 
by training with lot of examples. 

What is Machine Learning?



What technologies use AI?

https://padlet.com/CSER/AI_examples_cser  

https://padlet.com/CSER/AI_examples_cser


http://bit.ly/2ZKuoSv








How does AI work?



AI Workflow



Supervised Learning           Unsupervised Learning

The process of the human providing 
the program with many examples of 
what it is we are wanting it to learn, 
along with a label that helps the 
machine classify or identify an object.

Involves providing the machine with a 
large amount of data and letting it find 
patterns in the data on its own, by 
trying to identify patterns in the 
features included. The machine then 
determines its own set of categories or 
labels by grouping the data. 



Video on ‘Types of Machine Learning’ by ML Tidbits 



Labelling Data



(Download CSER resource)

http://bit.ly/2IW505q


Classroom Activities



Computer Vision



Feature Extraction 
(Unplugged)
Sorting and Organising Data by Features (e.g. 
images of transport, people, animals, etc). 

Storybooks that talk about features of things 
(e.g. examples about animal features). 

Data projects extracting features from 
images and presenting them as numeric data 
for analysis.

Games, such as Guess Who, that involve 
identifying features. 



Feature Extraction 
(Plugged)
Google experiments that highlight 
classification (e.g. Quick Draw or Safari 
Mixer).

Search some great AI examples on Google 
Experiments 
experiments.withgoogle.com/collection/ai 

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/collection/ai




Can AI Guess your emotion?

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/can-ai-guess-your-emotion


AI IMAGE RECOGNITION – EXPLORING LIMITATIONS AND BIAS

Train AI to recognise faces with without 
glasses. 

Incorporate an AI model using Machine 
Learning for Kids. 

Challenge in set up (we provide a step by 
step video)

Students create their own models and train 
the AI. Incorporate into Scratch or Python. 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/ai-image-recognition-exploring-limitations-and-bias


AI SMARTPHONE SECURITY
Unplugged: PIN, Fingerprint and Iris 
scanning (what is powered by AI?)

Plugged: 
Train AI (Teachable Machine) to recognise 
the correct face (easy)

Hard code PIN (easy)
Hard code Image recognised (granted 
broadcast a message to unlock) (med)

Incorporate an AI model using Machine 
Learning for Kids. (Med to hard)

Scratch Basic Phone lock/unlock

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/ai-smartphone-security
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/341033989/editor/


Data bias in AI
Unplugged: intro bias with an activity-  
draw a doctor, teacher, manager, court 
judge, receptionist (uncover gender bias) 

Plugged: 
Use an AI tool to test data bias based on 
backgrounds (ANN artificial neural network)

Train using only black images on white 
background. Test using white and black 
backgrounds. AI low confidence on new 
data. 

Retrain and test. 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/data-bias-in-ai


Cognimates image classification project





Natural Language Processing 



NLP (Unplugged)

https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/

https://www.twinword.com/ideas/graph/


Cognimates - AI Travel Assistant

https://cognimate.me:2635/text_home



Try with Cognimates
https://codelab.cognimates.me/



FUN PROJECTS WITH LANGUAGE TRANSLATION

Unplugged: modelling a conversation 
If the question is about finding out my name then 
… my response is …

Plugged: 
Language translator: Text to speech using 
Scratch 3.0 

Chatbot with foreign visitor 
(Mimic AI) If the string contains a specific 
keyword and reply …

Python examples available in 2020 (module 
with video tutorials. 

Sample code: Text to speech translator 

Foreign Chat 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/integrating-digital-technologies/fun-projects-with-language-translation
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/338489965/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/338464637/


Slide deck:
http://bit.ly/AI_DTHub 

csermoocs.adelaide.edu.au

Questions?

digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au

http://bit.ly/AI_DTHub


Resources
● This session can be delivered alongside or in support of our AI MOOCs for primary 

(https://csermoocs.appspot.com/ai_primary) and secondary teachers 
(https://csermoocs.appspot.com/ai_secondary). 

● AI resources on the Digital Technologies hub 
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/topics/artificial-intelligence

● Hour of Code AI
○ https://studio.code.org/s/oceans/stage/1/puzzle/1  

https://csermoocs.appspot.com/ai_primary
https://csermoocs.appspot.com/ai_secondary
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/topics/artificial-intelligence
https://studio.code.org/s/oceans/stage/1/puzzle/1

